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ABSTRACT
The Domain Name System (DNS) is used in every website

visit and e-mail transmission, so privacy is an obvious con-

cern. In DNS, users ask recursive resolvers (or “recursives”)

to make queries on their behalf. Prior analysis of DNS pri-

vacy focused on privacy risks to individual end-users, mainly

in traffic between users and recursives. Recursives cache

and aggregate traffic for many users, factors that are com-

monly assumed to protect end-user privacy above the re-

cursive. We document institutional privacy as a new risk

posed by DNS data collected at authoritative servers, even

after caching and aggregation by DNS recursives. We are the

first to demonstrate this risk by looking at leaks of e-mail

exchanges which show communications patterns, and leaks

from accessing sensitive websites, both of which can harm an

institution’s public image. We define a methodology to iden-

tify queries from institutions and identify leaks. We show the

current practices of prefix-preserving anonymization of IP

addresses and aggregation above the recursive are not suffi-

cient to protect institutional privacy, suggesting the need for

novel approaches.We demonstrate this claim by applying our

methodology to real-world traffic from DNS servers that use

partial prefix-preserving anonymization. Our work prompts

additional privacy considerations for institutions that run

their own resolvers and authoritative server operators that

log and share DNS data.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The Domain Name System (DNS) is a critical part of the

Internet’s infrastructure, which computers rely on to find

resources or services on the Internet. It is used to map a

human readable domain name, such as example.com, to an

IP address, and to provide other kinds of lightweight services,

such as a blacklist of IPs that send spam [31].

Since almost every activity on the Internet starts with a

DNS query, collecting and analyzing DNS data is useful for

research that aims to improve the stability and security of the

Internet, such as understanding Internet trends [14], study-

ing defense mechanisms against DDoS attacks [36], detecting

malicious domains [10], and preventing data exfiltration [11].

Several entities make DNS data available for research and

operational use. DNS-OARC [19] is one such entity that runs

an initiative to collect traces from various DNS authoritative

servers, and makes the data available for researchers and

member institutions. Commercial services also collect and

make DNS data available to help fight cybercrime [5].

As DNS queries often represent people’s actions such as

browsing a website or sending an email, numerous studies

have been conducted to understand the privacy implications

of sharing DNS data [12, 24, 26]. The initial focus of prior

work has been on privacy of individual end-users, and pro-

tecting the user-to-recursive channel. Several new protocols

have been proposed and deployed to improve privacy for

end-users, mainly by encrypting user-to-recursive resolver

traffic [21, 25, 28, 45]. With the success of DNS-over-TLS and

-HTTP, the DNS privacy working group in IETF has begun

looking at confidentiality between resolvers and authorita-

tives [32]. However, even with encryption of in-transit traffic,

sharing data logged at servers remains a privacy risk.

While DNS data privacy threats to end-users are well un-

derstood, the potential impact of shared DNS data to the

privacy of institutions has not been closely studied. To our

knowledge, prior studies have also not looked at the implica-

tions for institutional privacy of prefix-preserving IP-address

anonymization. Therefore, we believe there is merit in docu-

menting institutional privacy risks that could be present in

partially anonymized authoritative traffic log. We enumer-

ate these risks, showing logs of aggregate traffic above the

recursive can also reveal information about institutions.

Our first contribution is to define institutional privacy, a
new aspect of privacy threat posed by sharing DNS data (§3),

https://doi.org/10.1145/3472305.3472324
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Table 1: Institutional privacy threats we study
Event Query Implication to institution

Send/receive

email

MX or

DNSBL

Indicates relation between sender

and recipient

Browse sensi-

tive site

A or

AAAA

Embarrassment or leak of demo-

graphics information

and to show that it can be a threat even when an observer

only sees data above the recursive. We define institutional

privacy as confidentiality of digital footprints of an institu-

tion’s internal activities by its personnel. DNS is one place

where activities such as sending an email or accessing a web-

site while on a company’s network could leave a trace. We

show that DNS queries that originate from an institution can

be used to infer such activities. Large organizations such as

government entities, schools and corporations that operate

their own Autonomous System (AS) and DNS resolvers for

their enterprise networks are particularly susceptible to such

leaks. The risk here is that the IP address of a resolver can be

used to trace a query back to the AS the address belongs to.

Our second contribution is to give a methodology for

identifying DNS queries of an institution, and finding queries
that leak information (§4). We show that current practices

of prefix-preserving anonymization [44] of IP addresses and

aggregation of data above the recursive is not sufficient to

protect institutional privacy by giving a methodology for

identifying privacy-violating queries in anonymized DNS

data. We focus on queries that leak communication pat-

terns, specificallymail-exchange (MX) [34] and DNS blacklist

(DNSBL) [31] queries; and A or AAAA queries for domains of

sensitive websites, such as adult, illegal and gender-specific

sites, which we identify using a website content categoriza-

tion API. We show how we identify the queries, and what

information leaks through the fields of queries of each type.

Our third contribution is to demonstrate the privacy risks
occur in real-world data (§5). We study queries from more

than 60 institutions (≈200 ASes since some own more than

one AS) to show that many are at risk of their privacy being

violated. We argue the seriousness of the risk to institutions

by analyzing queries collected at a root DNS server over a

short time duration (two 7-day periods), and giving concrete

examples of leaks we find in the small set of ASes we study

(200 out of more than 90,000 allocated ASes [4]), suggesting

that a dedicated adversary can find many more.

2 DNS BACKGROUND
The Domain Name System [34] is a globally distributed data-

base designed for mapping Internet domain names to infor-

mation such as IP addresses. In addition to mapping names

to IP addresses, DNS’ lightweight design has prompted its

use for other services such as spam defense [27].

At a high level, a DNS name resolution process involves

three actors. A stub resolver runs on an end-user’s machine

and handles all queries for the operating system. The stub

resolver contacts a recursive resolver to answer a query. A

recursive resolver, often shared by many stubs, iteratively

contacts one or more authoritative servers responsible for
resolving the domain name the stub requested. A recursive

resolver handles requests for multiple stubs, so it aggregates
these requests.

We focus on DNS traffic above the recursive (we discuss
why in §3.2). We talk about below and above the recursive to
indicate traffic from the stub to recursive (“below”) and the

recursive to authoritative (“above”). Observations at authori-

tative servers (say, .com or the root, “.”) see traffic from many

recursives, but may be subject to query name minimization.

In our analysis, we study queries to a root server. The root

servers’ system handles ≈125 billion queries per day (as of

November 2019 [39, 40]).

To improve privacy in DNS, Query name minimization
was standardized in 2016 [13]. Previously, iterative queries

to each authoritative included the complete desired name.

With query name minimization, each authoritative is asked

only about one component of the full name.

3 THREAT MODEL
3.1 Institutional Privacy
We define institutional privacy as confidentiality of digital

footprints of an institution’s operations and activities of

its personnel as a whole. Institutions may care about their

privacy for many reasons. They may want to protect their

reputation, their business advantage over competitors, or

business secrets such as who they communicate with, up-

coming layoffs, or potential mergers or acquisitions.

We demonstrate the privacy threats to institutions posed

by above the recursive DNS data by studying two classes of

leaks. Table 1 gives a summary of the threats. The first is

identifyingwhen an institution sends or receives an email. This
may indicate which entities an institution is corresponding

with; which, for example, could reveal a business relationship

or correspondence with a controversial institution. Exchang-

ing emails can result in two types of queries: MX queries,

made by a mail server before sending an email, and DNSBL

queries, which are used by the recipient’s mail server to

check whether the sender’s IP address is blacklisted for send-

ing spam. We discuss the details on how we identify these

queries, and what leaks through the fields of the queries in

§4.2.

The second risk is identifying when privacy sensitive web-
sites are accessed. Accessing such sites can affect the rep-

utation or public image of an institution (such as adult or

illegal sites), or reveal employee demographics that other-

wise may not be publicly known (for example, religious or

.com
.
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Table 2: US institutions with AS(es) that we study
Type Examples # of institutions

UC Schools UCLA, UCSD, UCSF 10

Ivies/Little Ivies Cornell, Dartmouth 24

S&P 500 Facebook, Apple 10

US Airlines Southwest, Frontier 13

Government DHS, US Navy 9

gender-specific sites).We identify sensitive websites by using

a content categorization tool which we discuss in §4.3.

Due to possible malware infection or spamming, the pres-

ence of a DNS record is not a sure indicator that a sensitive

site was accessed or a certain communication has happened.

Thus, the possibility of malware can be used to suggest deni-

ability. However, most enterprises would find both choices

undesirable, to chose between disclosing of sensitive accesses

or gaining a reputation for weak security. Furthermore, for

email communication, one can check bidirectional relation-

ships before making conclusions.

3.2 Adversary Model and Assumptions
We focus on a threat model where an adversary is external
to the institution and is situated at an authoritative server.

An adversary that can eavesdrop on traffic above the re-

cursive can also see the same data. We choose this model

because data collected high in the DNS hierarchy is generally

assumed to not violate privacy due to caching and aggrega-

tion [12, 42], and is often shared for research purposes [19].

We consider an adversary whose goal is to associate the

source IP address and the domain name fields of a DNS

query to institutions. The adversary can do so if the way

the institution operates its enterprise network meets two

conditions, both typical for large institutions. The institution

must run its own recursive resolver. andmust route traffic from
its own Autonomous System (AS). This allows an adversary

to identify the IP address ranges owned by the institution,

and look for queries addresses is in one of these ranges.

Many large institutions meet both of the above conditions,

making them susceptible to the privacy threats we discuss in

this paper. In one of the week-long datasets we study, there

is at least one query from about 54% of ASes (out of 94,866

total [4]). From these ASes, we handpicked institutions that

meet the conditions and represent diverse industry sectors,

including public and private universities, big corporations

and government/law-enforcement agencies. See Table 2 for

the categories of the 66 institutions whose queries we study.

Among these, universities are unique in that queries that

originate from their network include activities of not just

employees, but also students. When picking institutions,

we excluded institutions such as ISPs and companies that

provide hosting services, such as Google, since queries from

their ASes may contain queries from their customers as well.

Real-world actors that fit our adversary model include:

authoritative DNS server operators that are able to observe

and log DNS requests, entities that have access to shared by

DNS operators to support research efforts (Day-In-The-Life

of the Internet initiative by DNS-OARC is an example), and

government or state-level entities that have the means and

resources to eavesdrop on DNS transactions [9, 12]. We iden-

tify these potential adversaries because they have the means

to access DNS data originating from institutions; however,

we do not claim that they do so currently except in the case

of state-level actors.

4 METHODOLOGY: FINDING LEAKS
4.1 Identifying Queries of Institutions
We first show how we identify queries associated with an

institution. As discussed in §3.2, our methodology for finding

leaks applies to large institutions that run their own AS and

their own recursive resolver for their enterprise networks.

We associate a DNS query with an institution by looking

at two fields: the source IP address and the domain name. We

map the source IP to an institution using publicly available

IPtoASN data [17]. (This data is from whois data by Regional

Internet Registries.) We can identify institutions even if IP

addresses use partial prefix-preserving anonymization [44],

provided it passes the top 24 bits, since organizations that

do their own routing typically have at least a IPv4 /24 prefix.

We associate a domain name to an institution by checking

the owner of the domain or visiting the associated website.

We assume queries pass full domains and do not use query

name minimization, whose adoption has steadily increased

up to 50% since its standardization in 2016 [2, 15, 43].

4.2 Identifying Email Communication
Once we identify queries related to an institution, we search

for MX and DNSBL queries that indicate email exchange.

Identifying MX Queries:We first demonstrate how an

adversary can use MX queries to identify when an email is

sent. We do so by exploiting the fact that, before sending an

email, a sender’s mail server first has to query the MX record

of the recipient’s domain name. Examining MX records is

not new, but its use in studying institutional privacy is.

We identify all MX queries by examining query types. We

filter out queries to non-existent domains by checking for

NXDOMAIN response codes. We then identify the source

and destination of each query using the methodology given

in §4.1. The source IP of an MX query identifies the email

sender, and the domain identifies the email recipient. Table 3

summarizes what information leaks through an MX query.

Identifying DNSBL Queries: We next show how an ad-

versary can learn when e-mail is received based on DNSBL

queries related to anti-spam protection services.
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Anti-spam services use Domain Name System Blacklists

(DNSBL) [31] to list IP addresses that have a history of send-

ing spam. Today, many mail servers use DNSBLs to vet the

sender before accepting incoming mail. When a new mes-

sage arrives, the mail recipient encodes the IP address of the

sender in a DNS query to a DNSBL service. The DNS reply

indicates whether the address is blacklisted or not. Dozens

of organizations operate DNSBLs [1].

We use regular expressions to identify the structure of

DNSBL queries [31] and extract the email sender’s IP ad-

dress. Similar to our process for MX queries, we filter out

DNSBL queries that get unsuccessful responses. We then find

the institutions associated with the source and domain of

each DNSBL query using our methodology given in §4.1. A

DNSBL query’s source IP identifies the email recipient, and

the IP address in the domain identifies the sender. Table 3

summarizes what information leaks through a DNSBL query.

4.3 Identifying Sensitive Domains
Finally, we show howwe identify queries that indicate access

to sensitive websites using a publicly available categorization

API with a pay-for-access model called Webshrinker [6]. The

API, which uses a content taxonomy defined by Interactive

Advertising Bureau (IAB) [3], categorizes domains based on

the content hosted there. Given a domain, the API returns

a list of potential categories for the domain along with a

confidence score for each category. In our experiments, we

pick the category with the highest score (we also explored

using all categories returned and their scores, finding similar

results). As shown in Table 4, Webshrinker has dedicated

categories for sensitive contents such as adult, illegal, reli-

gious and gender-specific sites, which are the categories we

consider. After we identify all queries of type A and AAAA

from an institution (§4.1), we use Webshrinker to categorize

each query, and count the number of queries per category.

5 LEAKS IN REAL-WORLD DNS DATA
We apply our methodology to real-word root DNS data

anonymized using a prefix-preservingmethod, analyze queries

from institutions listed in Table 2, and give examples of leaks.

5.1 Dataset
We use a dataset that contains DNS requests made to B-

root server during the week of Jan 9-15, 2019 [7]. We verify

our observations on the week of Jan 17-23, 2019 (but omit

the results since they are similar). In the dataset, all source

IPs are anonymized using a prefix-preserving method with

Cryptopan [37]. The top-24 bits unchanged and the last 8

bits passed through a cryptographic function.

The data is currently available to researchers at no cost,

but with a legal agreement that prohibits deanonymization.

We carried out our work with the permission of the data

owners with the agreement that we would not identify spe-

cific combinations of unique query sources and destinations

that indicate relationships not already publicly known.

5.2 Communication Between Institutions
First, we find that a significant volume of email-related traffic

that may leak information. Figure 1 shows that several mil-

lion DNSBL and MX queries are made each day. The dip in

DNSBL on 2019-01-12 and -13 correspond to lower weekend

traffic. We next closely examine a subset of these queries.

MX queries: To put the millions of email-related queries

into context, we break down the volumes of email-related

queries by industry sectors. Figure 4A shows the number of

MX queries from the institutions listed in Table 2. We cannot

directly compare sectors because they are of different sizes,

but we see that, due to the substantial query volume in each

sector except airlines, a variety of diverse organizations are

at risk of leaking information about their email traffic.

If an adversary’s goal is to find incriminating evidence of

association between specific institutions, an examination of

second-level domains can provide more detail about who

is exchanging mail with whom. We examine second-level

domains owned by four institutions: U.S. Immigration and

Customs Enforcement (ICE), Palantir Technologies, Planned

Parenthood, and the National Rifle Association. Figure 2

shows the number of queries made to each institution’s do-

main. Although these are all legal organizations, they are

all politically active and a finding of a previously unknown

association with them may raise public relations concerns.

To demonstrate that uncovering such associations is a re-

alistic possibility, we report on a few examples of findings

we made. As discussed in §5.1, for ethical reasons, we only re-

port on institutions whose associations to others are publicly

known. We find an IP address owned by U.S. Department of

Justice making several MX queries to Palantir (palantir.com).

This observation is inline with the known fact that Palantir

works with government agencies, which has raised public

relations controversy [33]. We find a query made to ICE

(ice.dhs.gov) by a school board in Jefferson Parish, LA that

has a history of aiding ICE with deportations [38]. These

examples illustrate specific relationships that are visible in

the data; we expect an adversary could find many others.

DNSBL queries: We next show DNSBL queries from a

variety of institutions leak to root servers, revealing with

whom they exchange emails. We give the number of DNSBL

queries we find that are related to the institutions listed in

Table 2. We see there are many fewer DNSBL queries that

leak compared to MX queries, but there are still a fair number.

Figure 4C shows counts for institutions associated with the

source IP of a query (indicates email receiver) and Figure 4B

shows counts for institutions associated with the IP address

embedded in the domain name (indicates the email sender).

palantir.com
ice.dhs.gov
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Table 3: What MX and DNSBL query fields leak

MX query DNSBL query

Field Value Map to Indicates Value Map to Indicates

Domain company.com Domain owner Recipient 1.3.0.192.bl.example.com. 192.0.3.1 ⇒ AS name Sender

Source IP 192.0.2.1 AS name Sender 192.0.2.1 192.0.2.1 ⇒ AS name Recipient
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Table 4: List of IAB [3] content categories studied
Category (IAB ID) Example Ramification

Illegal (IAB26-1) 123movies.best embarrassing

Religion (IAB23) jw.org demographics

Dating (IAB14-1) deaf.dating demographics

LGBTQ+ (IAB14-3) lgbt.foundation demographics

Adult (IAB25-3) pornhub.com embarrassing

Gambling (IAB9-WS1) topcasino.ml embarrassing

Addiction ( IAB7-42) frn.rehab embarrassing

5.3 Access to Sensitive Domains
We next demonstrate the possibility of identifying sensitive

websites’ access from within an institution by applying our

website categorization method (§4.3). Figure 3 shows query

volumes to sensitive categories made by government offices,

schools and airlines. Such findings can be damaging to an

institution’s public image (e.g., adult and illegal categories),

or leak demographic information (e.g., LGBTQ+ and religion

categories). Although caching at the recursive may attenuate

the true interest level for these categories (and may necessi-

tate studying a longer duration of traffic and model caching

effects to make inferences based on the query volume), it

does not prevent them from leaking to the root.

These results used queries to a single root server, for just

one week, so our work provides only a glimpse of the poten-

tial privacy risk for institutions from sharing such data. In

practice, a determined adversary could launch a richer set

of attacks beyond inferring demographics or embarrassing

information. For example, an attacker may be able to analyze

queries over a longer duration to establish long-term trends

of sites accessed by institutions, and detect when deviations

from typical patterns occur. A large-scale longitudinal study

that quantifies such risks is a potential area for future work.

6 RECOMMENDATIONS
As discussed in the introduction (§1), sharing DNS data

serves an important purpose in enabling Internet research

to improve security and performance. However, as our work
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demonstrates, such sharing poses new risks to the privacy

of institutions, in addition to previously known risks to indi-

viduals. We next discuss recommendations for institutions,

and for service providers that collect and share DNS data.

Actions institutions can take: The currently available

best way for institutions to reduce information leakage is

to run their own resolver, and deploy query name mini-

mization [13], which mitigates the privacy leakage prob-

lem by providing domain name components only to the

authoritative resolver expected to handle them. Prior work

has shown an increasing adoption of query name minimiza-

tion [2, 15, 43], and we hope our findings encourage a faster

adoption by institutions who run their own resolvers.

LocalRoot is an alternative to minimize information leak-

age by caching the root zone at the recursive resolver, elimi-

nating queries to root servers [23, 29]. This approach elimi-

nates leakage to roots, but not to lower-level authoritatives.

Some institutions use external resolvers instead of operat-

ing their own. This approach, while it may provide greater

aggregation over larger groups that share the resolver, intro-

duces new privacy threats because all of one’s data is shared

with that provider. We recommend institutions who choose

to follow this approach to use resolvers with non-logging

policies. For resolvers that log queries, institutions should

ensure the resolver’s privacy policy aligns with their own

privacy goals. For example, Google’s public DNS removes a

query’s source IP from their logs but permanently stores the

corresponding AS number and domain [8], which we have

shown to be enough for violating institutional privacy.

Actions service providers sharingDNSdata can take:
Aswe showed in §4.1, anonymizing the last 8 bits of source IP

addresses in DNS data does not effectively break the link be-

tween an institution and its queries. Partial anonymization is

weaker than prefix-preserving anonymization’s original pro-

posal to anonymize all bits of the address [44]. In practice, re-

searchers often need the head of the prefix to do geolocation

or understand policy routing. Therefore, prefix-preserving

anonymization can help reduce risks to individuals, but not

to institutions if preserving utility of the data is desired. To

protect institutions, one must either fully anonymize IP ad-

dresses and thus, significantly reduce the research value of

the data, or place legal constraints on researchers (the data

we use takes the latter approach). For the case of wider shar-

ing, when legal constraints may be unenforceable, research

on privacy-preserving network data sharing using rigorous

approaches such as differential privacy [20] is needed.

Our work prompts additional privacy considerations for

authoritative server operators that log DNS data. Best prac-

tices for anonymization and handling DNS data exist for

recursive resolver operators [18]. We hope our findings will

prompt use of similar guidance by root server operators.

7 RELATEDWORK
End-user privacy: DNS privacy has been characterized for

individuals [12, 24], with a focus on mechanisms to protect

traffic below the recursive [25, 41, 45]. We document privacy

threats to institutions posed by traffic above the recursive.

Multiple groups share data collected above the recursive,

while relying on aggregation and caching to obscure indi-

viduals [22]. Studies by Mohaisen et al. [35] and Imana et
al. [26] enumerate the types of queries that leak information

in traffic above the recursive, but focus on individual privacy

and do not relate the threats to institutional privacy.

The DNS privacy working group at IETF (DPRIVE) has

proposed query name minimization [13] to minimize threats

in traffic above the recursive. The group is also working to

add confidentiality to DNS traffic between recursives and

authoritatives [32]. Adding confidentiality to in-transit traffic

does not prevent the privacy leaks we enumerate, which

occur through sharing data logged by DNS servers.

Hardaker showed privacy leaks to root DNS servers by an-

alyzing queries from residential households, and introduced

“LocalRoot” – a root zone caching infrastructure that can

eliminate the leaks [23]. The suggested approach, if adopted,

would prevent the leaks to root servers shown in our results.

Institutional privacy inDNS:Concurrentwith ourwork,
Lee’s undergraduate thesis identifies organizational privacy

as a risk in DNS [30]. They highlight large corporations with

their own ASes, and leakage of information about product

development and e-mail. Our work goes well beyond their

high-level threat description by identifying specific queries

that leak information, showing how to find them, and using

our methodology to show leaks in real-world data.

The work of [16] performed a longitudinal study of queries

with EDNS0 Client Subnet (ECS) extension to study use of

Google’s public DNS. They identify that many mail servers

are configured to use Google’s resolvers and discuss how this

leaks information about email communication. Although we

also look at leaks related to email, we demonstrate institu-

tional leaks to authoritatives even when ECS is not used.

8 CONCLUSION
Our work is the first to document institutional privacy as

a risk to be considered when evaluating DNS privacy. Our

work prompts two recommendations (detailed in §6): we

suggest a quicker adoption of query name minimization

in recursive resolvers, and an exploration of using more

rigorous privacy-preserving approaches for sharing data for

research in cases where legal constraints may be insufficient.
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